Now’s the time to build
secure foundations for
new ways of working
4 steps to secure your
hybrid workplace

Build secure foundations for your hybrid workplace

Address hybrid working security priorities today
Sustain and scale hybrid working tomorrow
The world we knew before 2020 no longer exists –
we’re not going back to the way things were.

This guide explains how we can help you to achieve this – quickly and efficiently –
by addressing four key workplace security steps:

That’s why, despite the global emergence of COVID-19 vaccines, organizations are
looking to sustain and scale hybrid working. Recent Gartner research stated that
as many as 90% of organizations plan to continue allowing employees to work
remotely at least part of the timet.

2. Protect: Bolster your security strategy using zero-trust principles, starting with a
focus on Identity and Access Management (IAM), to build further resilience

Far from merely a short-term emergency bandage, hybrid or remote working
offers compelling longer-term business benefits. From reduced costs and improved
productivity to an enhanced employee experience and sustainability.

1. Assess: Understand what elements of your rapid response worked and where
security vulnerabilities lie

3. Optimize: Review your security portfolio and identify where you can reduce
costs and complexity while improving collaboration
4. Evolve: Enhance your threat protection to defend against evolving and fastmoving threats

But realizing the potential prize on offer – and making hybrid or remote working a
scalable, sustainable proposition – demands robust, secure workplace foundations.
And now’s the time to build them.
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https://my.executivegrapevine.com/content/article/2021-01-05-hr-leaders-to-allow-wfh-despite-vaccine
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Move from panic to pragmatism
Hybrid and remote working can unlock powerful business
benefits – extending beyond forecasts around increased
productivity and stretching into areas with more holistic impact.
42% of managers expect productivity increases from remote working – in fact, a quarter expect gains
of over 20%2. And the typical employer can save $11,000 for every employee who works remotely
half the time3.
But there’s a problem. Because hybrid working can also create significant security risks.
There was a 400% spike in cybercrime incidents during the pandemic. And the Ponemon Institute has
reported a -38% shift in the effectiveness of organizations’ security postures due to remote working5.
According to the same report, 71% of respondents revealed they were very concerned that remote
working put their organization at risk for a data breach while 57% believed they are prime targets for
those wishing to exploit vulnerabilities.
Meanwhile, over half (52%) of legal & compliance leaders are now more concerned about
cybersecurity risk following the pandemic5.
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Remote Working and the Platform of the Future, BCG, 2020
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Global Workplace Analytics work-from-home forecast
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TheHill: FBI sees spike in cybercrime reports during coronavirus pandemic
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The Ponemon Institute cited in CPO Magazine
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Gartner press release
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Four steps to secure your
hybrid workplace
If this sounds overwhelming, then here’s the good news. Chances
are, the inherent potential of your modern workplace means you
can rapidly and efficiently solve many of the security challenges
created by hybrid or remote working.
Here are four steps we can help you to work through to build
secure foundations for sustainable, scalable new ways of working
today and into tomorrow.
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#1. Gather a baseline view of your remote and
hybrid working security stance
Many organizations are battling
to stay on top of a continuously
shifting workplace landscape. We’ll
help you to assess your workplace
security stance to understand
successes and identify any
vulnerabilities – enabling secure
remote work in the short term while
delivering long-term improvements.

•

Begin by reviewing and remediating areas of heightened risks associated with personal and shared home
devices and peripherals – such as weak passwords, poorly secured home Wi-Fi routers and a lack of patching
for remote systems.

•

Encourage employees to segment home networks, grouping IoT devices and family devices separately from
devices containing business-related data. At the very least, help employees to review and strengthen the
security settings for all the devices connected to their home network.

•

Evaluate the changes you may need to make to your ongoing security awareness training to ensure your
employees are alert to a changing security landscape. Encourage the board to get behind and sponsor
awareness campaigns across the enterprise.

•

Consider which platforms may be susceptible to a breach. Vulnerabilities in collaboration tools or VPN
solutions can be exploited.

•

Embrace a governance framework to ensure data is only accessible to the right people and prevent longterm leakage issues. Even Microsoft Teams – an inherently secure collaboration hub – requires a governance
framework to maintain robust data protection.
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Where we’re doing this:
Siemens
Recognizing that employees want to use the same level of
technology at the office as they do at home, Siemens launched a
workplace transformation to bring the company into a new digital
era. To ensure everyone benefited from a modern workstation,
Avanade migrated nearly the entire company to the new platform.
As the digital backbone of the company, this modern workplace
helps to drive business growth and profitability through
digitalization, including faster time to market, analytics, end-to-end
services and efficient IT delivery. Additionally, one source for all
makes it easier for employees to securely collaborate and make
better business decisions.

Read more about our work with Siemens
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#2. Bolster your security strategy using
zero-trust principles, starting with Identity
and Access Management
With employees working remotely
or in a hybrid arrangement
outside the old company
security perimeter, traditional
data protection models could be
compromised. We’ll improve the
protection of your critical data
assets by enabling zero-trust
through modern identity solutions.

•

Embrace a modern IAM solution to build towards a zero-trust model and gain centralized, effective control over
your remote working infrastructure.

•

Review your current landscape according to the vision for your IAM infrastructure. Conduct a technical analysis
that includes data quality, processes, governance and the current mode of operation. Establish a future state IAM
solution and a proposed, prioritized high-level design.

•

Monitor and react to risky behavior and enforce conditional access automatically, limiting exposure at the identity
level. Support this process by augmenting firewalls and other traditional security methods with modern IAM,
governance and authentication solutions using an “assume breach” model. Capitalize on the full potential of single
sign-on and modern sign-in mechanisms such as password-less authentication and multi-factor authentication.

•

Consider how you can scale identity solutions to support secure access for third parties – customers, partners and
Internet-connected devices and bots. Review your privileged access management, to secure, control, manage and
monitor access to critical assets.
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Where we’re doing this:
Crelan
Crelan is a large Belgian bank which provides its agents with flexible and remote ways
of working. For Crelan to support future growth ambitions, it needed to modernize its
workplace and optimize its processes. Avanade’s Zero-Trust Network (ZTN) standards
are at the center of Crelan’s new security protocols, enabling the bank to maintain
complete control of data access, movement and storage using the state-of-the-art
Azure Information Rights Management System. Avanade’s ZTN will be embedded in
all Crelan IT systems to set appropriate security settings:
•

Azure Active Directory to help employees sign on and authorize access to
resources and data from anywhere, anytime

•

Azure multi-factor authentication and conditional access to help safeguard data
and applications while maintaining simplicity for end users

•

Self-service password reset for employees to reset their passwords or unlock their
accounts using their own credentials, without helpdesk or administrator assistance

•

Microsoft Intune to manage device compliance remotely, push updates and block
or wipe both corporate and “Bring Your Own Devices” (BYOD)

Read more about our work with Crelan
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#3. Optimize your security portfolio to control
costs and address risk
Increased hybrid working
contributes to the proliferation of
security products, accompanying
support needs, and higher
network utilization while
redundant applications increase
security risk and impact the end
user experience. We can optimize
your security portfolio to reduce
costs and improve scalability.

•

Streamlining your existing application portfolio across all workplace applications improves your
security posture, reduces complexity and the total cost of ownership (TCO) while aligning your
broader technology strategy.

•

Start by gathering information and data to build an accurate picture of your current security,
compliance and licensing usage. Assess your current security posture and understand where any
functionality and feature overlaps may lie.

•

Identify where you could invest in new products to optimize your existing application portfolio, as
well as potential areas for future investment.

•

Use this insight to define your roadmap for security and portfolio optimization – covering process,
configuration and deployment. This will improve transparency over your security estate – providing
centralized visibility and the ability to more easily manage applications, systems and infrastructure.
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Where we’re doing this:
Global hospitality company
Our client was concerned around their overall licensing strategy and needed to
identify the licenses that best-suited their requirements in a bid to optimize costs
and secure their environment.
We provided insights and scenarios focusing on effective cost reduction outcomes
for the client without sacrificing key business capabilities. Upon selecting one of
these scenarios, our client successfully negotiated a five-year enterprise agreement
along with price protection for renewals in order to avoid being in the same (or a
worse) position in three years. This resulted in projected five-year TCO savings
with an estimated ROI of 19.7%.

Read more about Security Portfolio Optimization
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#4. Enhance threat protection to protect
hybrid working now and in the future
Remote working magnifies
the social engineering threat,
increasing the attack surface as
more communication takes place
digitally. Work with us to build
an evergreen security ecosystem
and you can rapidly close gaps
as well as nurturing an adaptive
approach, empowering and
securing new ways of working.

•

Use tools like Azure Active Directory Identity Protection to better detect risks specific to your identity infrastructure.

•

Employ Microsoft 365 Advanced Threat Protection to understand threats to your email and data. Azure Sentinel
can provide better visibility and traceability over attack vectors.

•

Consider how a combination of managed security services and automation can finetune your incident response (IR)
and penetration testing.

•

Build your threat protection roadmap. Take the threats you’ve identified, prioritize and address through the various
security controls in your product portfolio.

•

Focus on quick wins with the highest added value, but balance immediate priorities with your future strategy
requirements. Share tangible outcomes with your executive leadership to secure the funding needed to reach your
target state.
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Where we’re doing this:
European bank
This European bank is always pushing the boundaries of how it engages with
customers and how employees collaborate. We helped to secure new ways of
working by building on existing security investments, reviewing configuration
policies for enrolled devices, creating application protection policies, enabling
multi-factor authentication and increasing the level of protection for identities.
This has allowed the bank to consume Microsoft 365 services securely, ensuring
control over access and the protection of information from theft and loss as
well as enabling the rapid deployment of devices for employees.
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Start your journey to a securely expanded
world of work with this first step
We’re here to help you secure and scale your hybrid workplace vision over the long
term. Get started with our comprehensive M365 security assessment.
M365 security assessment in detail
The assessment features three workshops delivered across a three-week timeframe, designed to help you to:
• Address identified gaps to increase your security posture utilizing existing capabilities from Microsoft

• Protect against advanced threats and leverage the power of the Microsoft Security Intelligence services
• Provide additional security and visibility for recently deployed services and infrastructure

• Increase compliance and address regulatory requirements by improving security controls

• Deliver a great user experience and improve productivity through adaptive security controls

• Solve your immediate security challenges and build the foundation for an employee-centered business transformation
Learn more about the Microsoft 365 Security Assessment – engage our security experts for a structured discussion to
understand your current technology capabilities, use cases, pain points and your remote workforce risks.

Book your discussion today: visit www.avanade.com/contact.
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North America
Seattle
Phone +1 206 239 5600
America@avanade.com

South America
Sao Paulo
AvanadeBrasil@avanade.com

Asia-Paciﬁc
Australia
Phone +61 2 9005 5900
AsiaPac@avanade.com

Europe
London
Phone +44 0 20 7025 1000
Europe@avanade.com
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